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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2023 Forest River RV Timberwolf 39NA, Forest River Timberwolf destination
trailer 39NA highlights: Bath and a Half Triple Slides Front Living Area Fireplace
Private Bedroom Kitchen Island Spacious and comfortable describe this
Timberwolf destination travel trailer featuring triple slides with dual opposing
slides in the living area which creates a wide open space for a dining table and
four chairs, two lounge chairs, an entertainment center with fireplace, and sofa
along the very front wall. The roadside slide also houses the kitchen appliances
which include a refrigerator, stove and microwave oven. There is a pantry and a
hutch adjacent to the slide, and a kitchen island for more food prep space, and
this is where your sink is located so you can be facing all of the seating areas in
the room while prepping meals and doing the dishes. A centrally located half bath
is convenient just inside the main patio door entry. Towards the rear of the coach,
a private bedroom featuring comfortable sleeping along with storage space for
your clothing. In the very back, a master suite bath featuring a vanity with dual
sinks, a shower with a seat, linen storage, and a wardrobe that has been prepped
for a stackable washer and dryer if you choose to add. You will love the outside
TV mount and 21' covered awning space to create a nice size outdoor living area
to enjoy on sunny days or pleasant evenings. You're going to want to take a closer
look at the Forest River Timberwolf destination trailer! These trailers have a
backup camera system which will be extremely helpful as you maneuver these
large units into the right spot. Some of the construction features include a
seamless roofing membrane with heat reflectivity, a premium wheel package,
power gear frame technology with space-saver rail design, and an armored
underbelly tank enclosure. Use the USB charging stations to keep your phones
ready to go, and stay in control of your trailer's electrical functions with the total
control app and remote control system.
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 86471
VIN Number: 5ZT2CK4B6P1000711
Condition: New
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Acworth, Georgia, United States
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